
forgotten/   I received a post yesterday 
morning with a list of people to thank too 
long to list here however it amazes me how 
many people are in this real estate thing!  
Also take time to be thankful for so many 
of the experiences that have grown you and 
your business this year as change is em-
braced for the better regularly.  And of 
course, I must thank my team and business 
partners who are always helping make 
things happen!  Lastly, the biggest of kudos 
to my family who give me the inspiration 
and motivation to strive and achieve even 
more.  Yes there is much to be thankful for 
this year. 

And we are not done yet!   

Have a Happy Thanksgiving! 

Can you smell the roasting turkey now? 
Hmmm...Almost!!  Before you serve turkey 
this year, take a long moment to count your 
blessings!  Well, most of us are probably excit-
ed with the much awaited holiday.  The 
Thanksgiving Day!  After hurricane Sandy 
and the election, it is time to relax, gather the 
whole family and thank God for all the bless-
ings.  

Thanksgiving is a day to express our gratitude.  
The turkey meal itself is commemorating The 
Pilgrim Fathers who founded our great na-
tion.   Have you ever thought about what a 
blessing it is to celebrate this holiday in this 
nation?  Out of 7 billion people in the world, 
here we are.  We must never forget the privi-

lege it is to have this day.  Having traveled 
overseas and seen some tougher areas, I am 
amazed at the opportunities we still have 
available to us in this country.  Let us make 
the most of them!               

This is also a chance for me to thank every-
one who is part of this passionate business of 
real estate.  People who touch our lives:  
Buyers, Sellers, agents and the people be-
hind the scenes who are the unsung heroes 
that I’ve written about previously.                                               

I actually wrote a blog post about it here:   
http://atlantabuynow.com/the-backstage-
heroes -o f - r eal -e s ta te - that - a re -o f ten -
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Something to Remember...  

 

A very well known book, this one get your brain thinking 
and is a perfect fit for Real Estate Investors who are going 
to do this for a living.  Using a story line that is simple to 
relate to, it walks you through the ‘Why” of why we do 
what we do and how to position yourself for a brighter 
future.  Check it out or if you have it, read it again! 

 

Book of the Month 

Click Here to see on Amazon. 

 

‘Success requires that you turn your 
back on excuses.’ —Gary Ryan Blair 

http://atlantabuynow.com/the-backstage-heroes-of-real-estate-that-are-often-forgotten/
http://atlantabuynow.com/the-backstage-heroes-of-real-estate-that-are-often-forgotten/
http://atlantabuynow.com/the-backstage-heroes-of-real-estate-that-are-often-forgotten/
http://www.amazon.com/Myth-Revisited-Small-Businesses-About/dp/0887307280


 

So...if you had an open house at   
4 a.m. for a real estate deal, would 
anyone come?  I mean if people go 
out to buy some of the things they 
do that early, why not a house that 
makes you money?  Just brain-
storming here.  Not sure what you 
are doing this year for Black Friday 
but looks like this year we may be 
braving some crowds.  Would be 
nice to do it all in a warm recliner 
online but some items just don’t 
roll that way.  As far as Real Estate, 
most of our deals are gone but if 
something is not, we will either a) 
have some more  or b) mark down 
anything available.   Either way, 
make an offer! 

So we’ll see how this goes.  As fast 
as inventory is moving these days, 
not much is sticking very long!  Be 
on the lookout for an e-mail from 
us if something is still available! 

 

 

1. A small business owner was dismayed when a brand new corporate chain 
much like his own opened up next door and erected a huge sign which read 
BEST BLACK FRIDAY DEALS.  He was horrified when another competitor 
opened up on his right, and announced its arrival with an even larger sign, 
reading LOWEST BLACK FRIDAY PRICES.  The small business owner 
panicked, until he got an idea.  He put the biggest sign of all over his own 
shop-it read... MAIN ENTRANCE.  

2. I  stated:  You promised me to send an electrician to fix the door bell, three 
days have gone by, and nobody has come.  He answered:  I did send a guy. 
But he pushed the bell, nobody opened the door.  (this really happens!) 

3. I met the guy who invented crosswords today but I can't remember his name. 
Its P something T something R.---------------------------- yeah I don’t know. 

4. “What do gardeners do when they retire?”  Think about it. 

 

Something to Remember...  

Funny Crazy  Thoughts—Just for a Laugh! 

The glass is not broken and the house is in a nice neighborhood.  

Our thoughts: 

1. The squirrels have learned how to use BB guns to fight back against humans. 

2. Baseball pitching and hitting skills are practiced in the backyard with a focus 
on accuracy. 

3. Someone had one strand of electrical tape left and just had to do something 
with it. 

Creative thoughts are welcome! 

 

 Why is there a blue X in the window? 



 

This month’s tip is one that we believe 
every wholesaler should consider.  When 
putting a deal under contract, consider 
two questions.  First, the question ‘what 
price do I need to get this at to wholesale 
it?’ we all know.  The second is less asked 
and that is ’would I close on this deal?’  If 
the answer is no, then consider whether it 
is a deal at all!  Regardless or whether you 
have the money or not, assume that you 
do and ask yourself the question.  If you 
don’t see a 
positive in 
closing on the 
deal where you 
would make 
money, why 
would your 
Buyers close 

on it?  Yes, there are exceptions but the 
vast majority of the time, if we would not 
close on the deal, seldom would one of 
our Buyers.  Do not mistake this ques-
tion with ’I would not close on it because 
of where it is located.’  The differentiat-
ing factor here is ‘can the deal make  
money for the Buyer’, not the area.  We 
all have areas we prefer to own and not 
own in.  The question is about making 
decent money or better to see if you have 

a deal at all for anyone.  Some deals 
that cross our desk are not deals we 
would close on because the odds of 
making money are simply too low.  
Remember, if decent money or better 
is to be made, someone will probably 
buy it.  No one really wants high risk 
investments! 

 

 

 

Just when you think you found a good sledding location... 

 

 

With winter approaching, we found a great place to go 
sledding!  Or so we thought...  It looked like great fun 
as many of us have memories of sliding down hills 
screaming like crazy surrounded by the white stuff 
which is not so common down here.  Lots of potential!  
Unfortunately at the bottom of the first hill was this...  

A  Little Tip 

 

 

The picture doesn’t do it justice.  While it looks like you 
could continue your sledding down this hill if you 
carved the path just right, the velocity you would have 
built up in between the two hills would actually send 
you flying over the edge.  The odds are just not in your 
favor for a happy ending.  And even if you made it down 
the second hill, just past the road is a third cliff which is 
much, much longer with the bottom being a lake.  A 
little cold for swimming so we will have to search a little 
harder for our sledding spot for the yeat. 



COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS? 

Feel free to e-mal us at: 

info@workingwithhouses.com 

Or call 678-408-2228 

Join our Buyer’s List!   

Seriously.  
http://workingwithhouses.net 

If you are a serious investor buying at least 1 house per quarter 
for rental and/or rehab then keep us at your forefront. 

We will NOT blitz you with 100 more E-mails to not open.  You 
just get deals and make money.  That’s it. 

Deal of the Month! 

 This deal was proof that Social Media and teamwork 
works when you position yourself as a credible and 
knowledgeable investor!  It is also proof that virtual 
wholesaling works.  We just had this deal close and here 
is how it went down. 

Seller in TN contacted via direct mail by investor up 
north.  Seller calls investor and get an international VA 
to take the lead.  Investor follows up and puts under 
contract.  Investor finds me on Facebook and contacts 
me to talk about the deal.  I told them price was too high 
and gave a recommendation that would work AND if no 
one bought it, I would buy it (remember what I wrote in 
‘A Little Tip’).  Contract gets renegotiated with Seller.  I 
put the deal to my Buyers list and we had a Buyer in 
minutes.  Around three weeks later it closed.  

And, the Buyer is out of state and bird dog and Buyer’s 
rep were the only ones to see the house.  This was truly a 
virtual deal of teamwork.  Virtual Wholesaling and Face-
book made it happen.  You can do it too! 

 

 
 

Add us to your Buyer’s List!  Still Serious.  
E-mail your deals to:  info@workingwithhouses.com 

We are generally always looking for rehab deals.  Owner finance 
and lease options are also welcome.  

Lastly, we have a blog.  Yep, Serious.      
http://atlantabuynow.com  

 

mailto:info@workingwithhouses.com

